
Write a conversation exercise: talking about food 
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Write  a conversation with at least 6 of the phrases above.
Example:  Sia, look at this food. What do you want to eat?

unhealthy food

 calories

smells good

sour

Do you l
ike sala

d?

 looks delicious

flavors
favorite dish

eslflow.com

spicy balanced diet

How does it taste?

a small bowl

How’s the soup?

oily food

umami recipe

disgusting

salty
awful

a	spoonful



 
 
 
Gap fill 

Hi Sara. I'm on 1 _______now. What kind of food do you think  2 _________? 

 You too? Well, If you'd like 3 _________, you should have a 4 ______________. Do you like salad? 

Oh no! The 5 __________. and I don't like green vegetables. I can't  6 ___________them. 

Oh sorry, I didn’t know that. How about soup? I  7 _________ soup. 

I like corn soup. Wow! That 8 ______________! Let me try it. 

Here you are! Here's 9 ___________. How does it taste? 

Hmmmm.... delicious! It smells good. The flavor isn't 10 _______, too sweet, or  11 ______. Overall,  

your  12_________has an  13___________flavour. 

I'm glad you like it. If you love it that much,  14____________ the recipe. 

15 _______________, Sara. 

You're welcome. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Script 

Hi Sara. I'm on a diet now. What kind of food do you think I should have? 

 You too? Well, If you'd like to be healthy, you should have a balanced diet. Do you like salad? 

Oh no! The taste is awful. and I don't like green vegetables. I can't swallow them. 

Oh sorry, I didn’t know that. How about soup? I made some corn soup. 

I like corn soup. Wow! That looks delicious! Let me try it. 

Here you are! Here's a spoonful. How does it taste? 

Hmmmm.... delicious! It smells good. The flavor isn't too salty, too sweet, or too sour. Overall, your 

recipe has an umami flavour. 

I'm glad you like it. If you love it that much, I'll give you the recipe. 

Many thanks Sara. 

You're welcome. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




